Anchor Text – The Most Import Factor of SEO
Many moons ago Google PageRank (PR) was the most important aspect of SEO, not any
more, in fact it now counts for very little and is seen as somewhat of a gimmick to the
experienced webmaster. By far the most important aspect of modern-day SEO is anchor
text found in the backlinks to your website (a backlink is an incoming link). Anchor text is
the clickable text that is displayed for a particular link. For example this link:
<a href=”http://www.google.com”>Google Search Engine</a>
links to www.google.com and has the anchor text “Google Search Engine”. When you get
links to your website you should always try to get your targeted keyword or keyphrase in
the anchor text. This is an incredibly important factor used by search engines when
generating the result pages.

Analyzing The Competition
Wouldn’t it be useful to see how many of your backlinks or your competitor’s backlinks
contain the keyword you are targeting so you have some idea of how many links you
need to over take them in the results? Well, you can!
To do this you can use WebLink SEO which has a backlink analysis tool. This tool works
by finding the anchor text of all of the backlinks that point to a particular website. You
can then see how many of the backlinks contain the keyword you are targeting. Then all
you need to do is work on getting more links with your keyword in than they do, and
you’ll overtake them in the result pages!
For example let's say I run a website about business management and I want to get to
the #1 position in Google for the term “business management ”. I want to find out how
many backlinks the website listed in first position Google has that contains the word
“business” and "management" in the anchor text.
I then go to the backlink analysis tool and enter www.brint.com (the website that ranks
first in Google for "Business Management") as the website to be analyzed. WebLink SEO
then crawls all of the webpages that provides links to www.brint.com to discover the
anchor text that is used in the links, the results are then displayed in a table: -

It is then possible to query the table to find exactly the number and percentage of links
that have the word “business” contained in the anchor text:

I now know that www.brint.com has 246 links with the word “business” in the anchor
text and 116 links that contains the word "management", and also a list of the websites
that are providing links to that website.

One thing you must remember, is that the search engines are aware that people
purposefully target keywords via their anchor text, so it is a good idea to vary the anchor
text that is used so that you don’t get penalized or banned for attempting to spam the
search engines!

Utilize The Anchor Text on Your Own Website
Anchor text is not only important for back links to your website, but it’s also important
for internal linking of you web pages too. You should never have a link that has “click
here” as the anchor text – it’s a wasted opportunity where you could use the anchor text
to optimize your website. Instead, put the keyword of the page you are linking to in the
anchor text for the link.
I hope this guide has helped you understand the importance of link anchor text, and how
it is possible to analyze the anchor text of the leading website in order to attain the
number 1 position in the search engines. In the next lesson we'll look at how you can
optimize your internal linking structure of your websites.

